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Multivariate Hazard Rates under Random Censorship
Jean-David Fermanian
INSEECREST, Malakoff Cedex, France
The data consists of multivariate failure times under right random censorship. By
the kernel smoothing technique, convolutions of cumulative multivariate hazard
functions suggest estimators of the so-called multivariate hazard functions. We
establish strong i.i.d. representations and uniform bounds of the remainder terms on
some compact sets of the underlying space. Thus asymptotic normality and uniform
consistency on such sets are obtained. The asymptotic mean squared error gives an
optimal bandwidth by the plug-in method. Simulations assess the performance of
our estimators.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In survival analysis, hazard functions characterize distributions of
lifetimes and are precious tools for describing the instantaneous probability
of occurrence of some conditional events. The non-parametric estimation of
hazard functions was initiated by the works of Watson and Leadbetter
(1964a, 1964b) and Rice and Rosenblatt (1976). Two types of estimators of
the univariate hazard function were proposed and their generalizations to
right censored data generated a large amount of literature: for the most
recent papers, see Lo et al. (1989), Gijbels and Wang (1993), or Xiang
(1994).
However, when we work with vectors of lifetimes independently right
censored by vectors of failures, no estimators of hazard functions have ever
been studied in the literature (to our knowledge). We propose a kernel
estimator for the multivariate hazard function by smoothing the cumulative
hazard function. Using this estimator, we will be able to evaluate instan-
taneous probabilities of occurrence of some durations at different dates,
given that other events did not occur yet.
Formally, define T=(T1 , ..., Td) to be a d-vector of positive variables
(called failure times or lifetimes) with a continuous survival function
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F(x)=P(T>x)=P(T1>x1 , ..., Td>xd) and a vector of censoring times
C=(C1 , ..., Cd) independent from T whose survival function is G.
The data is thus an i.i.d. sample ((X1 , $9 1 , ..., (Xn , $9 n)) where X=
(X1 , ..., Xd) with Xi=Ti 7 Ci and $9 =($1 , ..., $d) with $i=1[TiCi].
Here, 1[ ] will be the indicator function of an event. Note that the survival
function of X is H=F .G and that the single censoring case is included in
our model.
For example, when d=2, T1 could be the duration of the spell in unem-
ployment, T2 the duration between the entry in the unemployed state and
the starting of a serious disease, and C1 (resp. C2) could be the data of
attrition in the files of the Employment Agency (resp. the hospital).
In the univariate case (d=1) define the cumulative hazard function
4(x)=&| 1[tx] F(dt)F(t&)
Let us assume that T has a density f . Then 4(x)= 1[tx] f (t)
F(t) dt=&ln(F(x)) and the hazard function * is defined for all x such that
F(x)>0 by
*(x)= f (x)F(x).
With right censored data, there are two nonparametric main approaches
to estimate the hazard function: First, we can smooth the ‘‘natural’’
estimator of the survival function F, i.e., the KaplanMeier estimator
(1958). We obtain
* (1)n (x)=&| Kh(x&u) 1n(du)1n(x)
with 1n the (slightly modified) KaplanMeier estimator. Lo et al. (1989)
have obtained asymptotic properties via strong representations of * (1)n .
More recently, Xiang (1994) has established strong uniform consistency.
Second, we can smooth the ‘‘natural’’ estimator of the cumulative
hazard function, i.e. the NelsonAalen estimator of 4. So we obtain
* (2)n (x)= :
n
j=1
Kh(x&X( j)) 1[$ ( j)=1](n& j+1).
The properties of *(2)n can be found in Tanner and Wong (1983)
(variance, asymptotic normality), Ramlau-Hansen (1983) (uniform con-
sistency), and Yandell (1983) (strong approximations, confidence bounds).
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In the bivariate (and more generally multivariate) case, we can try to
adapt the univariate methods, but the best estimators of the survival func-
tion in these larger dimensions are more complicated than 1n , with the
exception of the one proposed by Lin and Ying (1993) when C1=C2; the
most successful were probably proposed by Dabrowska (1988, 1989) and
Prentice and Cai (1992) (see Gill, Van der Laan and Wellner (1993) for a
recent analysis). See also Campbell (1981), Campbell and Fo ldes (1982),
Landberg and Shaked (1982), Hanley and Parnes (1983), Pruitt (1991)
and Tsai, Leurgans and Crowley (1986).
This explains why we prefer the estimator * (2)n which smoothes the multi-
variate NelsonAalen estimator.
First, let us precise some notations. Orderings on Rd are defined coor-
dinate by coordinate; for example, ux if for all i # [1, ..., d], uixi . For
each subset A of [1, ..., d], each vector v # Rd, the vector of R |A| whose
coordinates are (vk , k # A) is denoted vA . In the remainder of the paper, we
fix a subset of [1, ..., d] and we denote r its cardinal and J its complement.
If the domain of integration is not specified, it is Rr. The bandwidth
sequence (hn)n0 is such that hn  0 and nhrn  +.
Let the following distribution functions and their empirical counterparts
be
SI (x)=P(X>x, $9 I=1I) S I (x)=n&1 :
n
i=1
1[Xi>x, $9 iI=1I]
Note that H=S< . Consider the subset {=>dk=1 [0, {k]/R
d such that
there exist =>0 and H({1+=, ..., {d+=)>0. Define also the I-cumulative
hazard function on x such that H(x)>0 by the r-dimensional Lebesgue-
Stieltjes integral (see Fermanian (1996) for theoretical justifications)
4I (x)=(&1)r | 1[uIxI]
SI (duI , xJ)
H(uI&, xJ)
(1.1)
Obviously, the k th coordinate of (uI , xJ) is uk (resp. xk) if k # I (resp.
k # J). Its natural estimator is then
4 I (x)=(&1)r | 1[uIxI]
S I (duI , xJ)
H (uI&, xJ)
(1.2)
= :
n
i=1
1[XiIxI , XiJ>xJ , $9 iI=1I]
nj=1 1[X jIXiI ; XjJ>xJ]
(1.3)
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Suppose that the density f of T exists. For each I subset of [1, ..., d] and
each x # {, define the hazard function (or hazard rate) at point x such that
F(x)>0 by
*I (x)= lim
hi  0 \i # I \‘i # I hi+
&1
P \,i # I Ti # [xi , xi+hi] } TIxI , TJ>xJ+
=
1
F(xI&, xJ) | f (xI , uJ) 1[uJ>xJ] duJ
Notice that
4I (dxI , xJ)=(&1)r
SI (dxI , xJ)
H(xI&, xJ)
=(&1)r
F(dxI , xJ)
F(xI&, xJ)
=*I (x) dxI
Remark 1.1. Some authors consider a so-called ‘‘bivariate cumulative
hazard function’’ defined by 4= &ln(F ) (see Campbell and Fo ldes (1982)
or Ruymgaart (1989)). In our opinion, this function is not well-adapted to
our problem, because its derivatives (i.e. 21, 2) cannot be interpreted as
instantaneous probabilities.
Consider a kernel K: Rr  R i.e. a bounded Lebesgue-integrable function
with integral 1. Possible assumptions on the kernel K are:
(K1) K is compactly supported with support [&A, A]=
>ri=1 [&Ai , Ai];
(K2) K is of bounded variation;
(K3) K is symmetrical;
(K4) K is lipschitzian.
For each kernel K on Rr, denote Kh the function:
Kh : Rr  R
(x1 , ..., xr)  K(x1h, ..., xrh)hr
*I (x) is estimated by
* I (x)=| Kh(xI&uI) 4 I (duI , xJ) (1.4)
= :
n
i=1
Kh(xI&X iI)
1[$9 iI=1I , X iJ>xJ]
nj=1 1[XjIXiI , XjJ>xJ]
(1.5)
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Thus, when d=2, *1, 2(s, t) is the instantaneous rate of double failure at
the point (s, t), given that the first failure time had not been observed until
date s and the second one until t. Further, *1(s, t) (resp. *2(s, t)) represents
the rate of a single rate failure at time s (resp. t) given the same conditions.
Our first goal is to give an expansion of 4 I (resp. * I) as a sum of i.i.d.
random variables and a remainder term which has a certain rate uniformly
on {. This will allow us to establish consistency and asymptotic properties
of * I . The performance of our estimators will be tested using simulations.
This method provides a powerful way to study the rate of convergence of
many estimators, because classical laws of large numbers, central limit
theorems and sometimes the theory of empirical processes can be applied
to the i.i.d. random variable in the expansion. Here, it can be used e.g. to
study an asymptotically optimal bandwidth selector (see Fermanian
(1996)).
We will use some classical techniques of discretization instead of the
more modern framework of multivariate counting processes. Indeed, this
last theory suffers from a lack of powerful and practical tools which are
now commonly used in the univariate case; particularly, to our knowledge,
there exists no functional central limit theorem for weak martingales that
could play the part of Reboleddo’s theorem. See Pons (1986) for some
results in the bivariate case and Andersen et al. (1993) for a discussion.
2. RESULTS
Our proofs are given in the appendix. First, we state a generalization in
Rd of some well-known strong expansions of the univariate cumulative
hazard function where they give some expansions of the product-limit
estimator, the mainly studied point: Lo and Singh (1986), Major and Rejto
(1988). See brief surveys of the topic in Gijbels and Wang (1993) and Stute
(1994). To use some integrations by parts, suppose that the total variation
of 1H( } , xJ) on {I is finite and bounded uniformly in xJ # {J . Note that this
is true if H is C d on { or more generally if, for all xJ # {J , the density (with
respect to the Lebesgue measure) of XI with respect to [XJ>xJ] exists on
{I and is bounded uniformly on {.
Theorem 2.1. For all x # { we have the decomposition
4 I (x)&4I (x)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
’iI (x)+rn(x) (2.1)
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with
’iI (x)=
1[$9 iI=1I , X iIxI , XiJ>xJ]
H(XiI&, xJ)
+(&1)r+1 | 1[XiI 7 xIuI , XiJ>xJ]
SI (duI , xJ)
H 2(uI&, xJ)
(2.2)
and, if SI and H are continuous on {, then
sup
x # {
|rn(x)|=O(n&1 ln n) a.e. (2.3)
Remark 2.1. (a) If J=<, the result has been stated under the weaker
hypothesis: the r.v. Ti are continuous on {i for all i=1,..., d.
(b) For simplicity as sake, we suppose the continuity of SI and H.
This hypothesis can be removed: see the discussion in Dabrowska (1989,
p. 314) and Van Zuijlen (1978).
Proposition 2.1. For all (x, y) # R2d such that H(x) H(y)>0, for all i in
[1,..., n], the r.v. ’iI (x) is centered and we have
Cov(’iI (x), ’iI (y))
=
def
C(x, y)
=(&1)r |
1[uIxI 7 yI] SI (duI , xJ 6yJ)
H(uI&, xJ) H(uI&, yJ)
&|
SI (duI , xJ) SI (dvI , xJ 6 yJ)
H 2(uI&, xJ) H(vI&, yJ)
1[uIxI , uIvIyI]
&|
SI (duI , yJ) SI (dvI , xJ 6 yJ)
H 2(uI&, yJ) H(vI&, xJ)
1[uIyI , uIvIxI]
+|
SI (duI , xJ) SI (dvI , yJ)
H 2(uI&, xJ) H 2(vI&, yJ)
H(uI 6 vI&, xJ 6 yJ) 1[uIxI , vIyI]
Using an integration by parts, we deduce from Theorem 2.1.
Corollary 2.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1,
\ nln2 n+
12
sup
x # {
|4 I (x)&4I (x)| is bounded a.e. (2.4)
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Let Dd ({) be the generalization in {/Rd of the well-known cadlag
function space: see Neuhaus (1971) or Bickel and Wichura (1971).
Corollary 2.2. If the c.d.f. of Xk is continuous for all k=1,..., d, then
the sequence of Dd ({) valued processes n12(4 I&4I) converges weakly in the
S-topology (Skorohod topology) to a Gaussian process W such that, for all
x (resp. y) in {, the r.v. W(x) (resp. W(y)) is centered and
Cov(W(x), W(y))=C(x, y)
This last result was proved first by Pons (1986) when d=2. Although the
latter proposition could be proved using the functional delta-method (see
e.g. Gill (1989) or Gill et al. (1993)), we prove this result through to more
classical techniques, following Breslow and Crowley (1974) and the exten-
sions of the weak convergence theory given by Bickel and Wichura (1971).
Suppose now the existence the density of T denoted f .
Theorem 2.2. For all x # {, we have the decomposition
* I (x)&*I (x)=(Kh V *I&*I)(x)+n&1 :
n
i=1
!iI (x)+Rn(x) (2.5)
where, for all i,
!iI (x)=| Kh(xI&uI) ’iI (duI , xJ)
=Kh(xI&XiI)
1[$9 iI=1I , XiJ>xJ]
H(XiI&, xJ)
+(&1)r+1 | Kh(xI&uI)
1[XiIuI , XiJ>xJ]
H 2(uI&, xJ)
SI (duI , xJ)
and if
(i) H is continuous on {
(ii) for each k in J, the c.d.f. of Ck is #-lipschizian on {k with #>0.
(iii) fI , the density of TI , is continuous on {I
(iv) K satisfies (K1)(K2) and (K4)
(v) there exists =>0 such that nhr(1+=)n ln n  ,
then
sup
x # {
|Rn(x)|=O(n&1h&r2n ln n) a.e. (2.6)
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Remark 2.2. (a) Restrict our assumptions to (K1), (K2), the con-
tinuity of H and SI on {; then the following upper bound is easily obtained
using Theorem 2.1:
sup
x # {
|Rn(x)|=O(n&1h&rn ln n) a.e. (2.7)
(b) Lemma 5.2 yields the pointwise upper bound of the remainder
term: with the notations in the proof of Theorem 2.2, for all x # {, if fI is
continuous at xI then R n(x)=O(n&1h&r2n ln n) and R n(x)=O(n
&1 ln2 n)
a.e. We obtain also:
Rn(x)=O(n&1h&r2n ln n) a.e. (2.8)
(c) If J is empty, the conditions i and ii can be removed.
Proposition 2.2. If *I and H are continuous on {, and if K satisfies (K1)
then, for all i=1, ..., n and (x, y) # {2, !iI (x) is centered and, if xI=yI ,
Cov(!iI (x), !iI (y))=h&rn 8(x, y)+o(h
&r
n ) (2.9)
where
8(x, y)=| K 2(uI) duI }
H( }&, xJ 6 yJ) *I ( } , xJ 6 yJ)
H( }&, xJ) H( }&, yJ)
(xI). (2.10)
Denote YiI (xJ)=1[$9 iI=1I , XiJ>xJ] H&1(XiI&, xJ).
Note that ! (x)=n&1 ni=1 !iI (x) is the sum of two terms: ! 1(x), the
numerator of a kernel estimator in the regression of YI (xJ) on XI (less its
expectation), and ! 2(x) which is of order (n&1 ln2 n)12 a.e. uniformly on {
(if *I is bounded on {). That is why well-known properties of regression
kernel estimators can be obtained. Particularly
Proposition 2.3. Under the conditions iii, iv, if the c.d.f. of Ck is
continuous on {k for each k # J and if nhrnln n  , then
\ nh
r
ln n+
12
sup
x # {
|! (x)| is bounded a.e. (2.11)
Notice that the previous result is not standard because the conditional
distribution of YI (xJ) with respect to XI is not continuous. See the proof
in the appendix. Thanks to a first order expansion, we deduce
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Proposition 2.4. Under the conditions iii, iv, if G is continuous on { and
if nhrln n  +, then
\ nh
r
ln n+
12
sup
x # {
|* I (x)&E(* I)(x)| is bounded a.e. (2.12)
Denoting {$=>i # I [=i , {i]_{J with =i>0 for all i, if moreover *I is
uniformly continuous on {, then
\ nh
r
ln n+
12
sup
x # {$
|* I (x)&*I (x)| is bounded a.e. (2.13)
We only need to consider a compact {$I/{I because of the nonnullity of
the bias when a component of xI is zero.
Let 8(x)=8(x, x). The mean squared error (or MSE) is approximated
in the following way.
Proposition 2.5. If K satisfies (K1) and (K3), fI is continuous on {I ,
*I ( } , xJ) is C 2 on {I for all xJ # {J , nhrnln n  , then
E((* I&*I)2 (x))=(nhrn)
&1 8(x)+h4n/
2(x)4+= n(x) (2.14)
with supxI # {I |= n(x)|=o((nh
r
n)
&1+h4n) and
/(x)= :
i # I
2i *I (x) } | v2i K(v) dv
If *I is C 2 on {I_{ J with { J/{J , then the rest is uniform on {I_{ J .
The asymptotic mean squared error at x is then AMSE(x)=
(nhrn)
&1 8(x)+h4n/
2(x)4. The problem of the practical choice for hn is
classical: see e.g. Ha rdle (1990) or Scott (1992). By a plug-in method, the
AMSE is optimized for the following choice of hn :
hn*=\ r8(x)n/2(x)+
1(4+r)
(2.15)
With this choice, the AMSE is of order n&4(4+r). Note that 8(x) can be
estimated by
8 (x)=| K 2 } * I (x) }
1
H (x)
(2.16)
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If 2i *I (x) is estimated, it is possible to estimate /(x). An obvious choice is
i
2 *I@(x)=h&2n | 2i Kh(xI&uI) 4 I (duI , xJ) (2.17)
Thus a two-step procedure could be used to approach the asymptotically
optimal bandwidth: a first estimation of *I (x) allows the estimation of
8(x); then use in a second step
hn**=\ r8 (x)n/^2(x)+
1(4+r)
(2.18)
Finally, the central-limit theorem for the kernel-regression yields:
Proposition 2.6. For all x # { such that fI is continuous at xI , if
hrn ln2 n  0, and there exists =>0 such that nh
r(1+=)
n  +, under the
conditions of Proposition 2.2,
(nhrn)
12 (* I (x)&E(* I (x))) ww
law
N(0, 8(x)) (2.19)
If moreover *I ( } , xJ) is C 2 in a neighborhood of xI , and if nhr+4n =o(1), then
(nhrn)
12 (* I (x)&* I (x)) ww
law
N(0, 8(x)) (2.20)
3. SIMULATIONS
We have selected a bivariate exponential distribution for (T1 , T2):
F(x1 , x2)=(exp(x1)+exp(x2)&1)&1 1[x10, x20].
The censoring variables are independently exponentially distributed:
G(x1 , x2)=exp(&x1 5) exp(&x2 5) 1[x10, x20].
For each point we have made 100 simulations of size 1000. The
bandwidth is equal to 0.3&n&16. The optimal asymptotic bandwidth is
often larger than 1; this one gives unsatisfactory results since the hypothesis
hn  0 is obviously unrealistic. We need larger sample sizes to use the plug-
in method and to obtain a more precise and optimal bandwidth. Taking
computation time into consideration, we will restrict ourselves to this crude
choice for hn .
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We have chosen the multidimensional product Epanechnikov’s kernel
because of its well-known good properties of optimality:
K(uI)=\ 34 - 5+
r
‘
i # I \1&
u2i
5 + 1[ui # [&- 5, - 5]]
In each box of the following arrays, the first number is the true value of
the hazard function at the considered point; the second number is the mean
of the simulations and the third one (into brackets) is the standard error
of the simulations. The first array display the results for *12(s, t) and the
second one the results for *1(s, t).
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Notice the relatively good performances of these estimations as long as
P(T1>s, T2>t) is not too small. Changing the frequency of the censoring
variables (the standard deviation particularly) degrades the result.
The larger are the values of s and t, the smaller * (and the bias) and the
larger is the variance. Because of this trade-off, the mean of our simulations
is not necessarily worse for large values of the coordinates.
Other usual sample sizes have been used, particularly n=50 and n=100.
With these choices, 100 and 1000 simulations have been made; we have
used a crude bandwidth selector: multiply n&1(4+r) by the empirical
standard error of the simulated distribution. The conclusions are the same
in every cases: the estimators of *12(s, t) and *1(s, t) suffer from a bias
somewhere between &10 and &60 percent of the true value. This propor-
tion is most of the time smaller for *1 than for *12 . The result is much
worse for large values of s and t, i.e. values larger than 2. This last point
is certainly due to the lack of simulated points in the neighborhood of
(s, t). Moreover, it follows from these small sample sizes that the standard
errors are very often larger than in the case n=1000; more precisely, they
range from one to three times the previous standard errors unless s and t
are larger than 2; in this case, smaller standard errors can occur because
of the strong previous bias.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our estimators suffer from the well-known drawbacks of kernel
estimators: we need large samples (at least several hundred observations in
the bivariate case) to apply our asymptotic results. The larger the dimen-
sion of the model, the worse the results. But the parameter of interest is
here r, i.e. the cardinality of I, that sets the number of simultaneous failure
times. The other failure times are conditional variables; they do not affect
the rate of convergence.
In practice, r=1 or r=2 are the only cases, because they alone can
be displayed. Since the results of our estimations are hypersurfaces, only
sections can be displayed for larger r. Nevertheless, the problems of
convergence in dimensions larger than 2 are essentially theoretical.
An important improvement on our results would be the removal of the
hypothesis on C in Theorem 2.2. The existence of a density for a censoring
variable is often not satisfied in surveys (consider the end of the observa-
tions in a panel data for example). It seems to us that, if *I has a finite
number of discontinuities of the first kind, an ‘‘uniform Bochner’s lemma’’
is still valid, and our main results remain true in this framework (but suffer
from an heavier presentation: see technical details in Major and Rejto
(1988)).
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The study would be completed if we had * I’s rate of convergence. In our
approach, a law of the iterated logarithm for multivariate kernel regression
seems to be the relevant tool. But, although convergence rates are known for
multivariate kernel density estimation (see Stute (1982) or a nonstandard ap-
proach in Deheuvels and Mason (1992)), it is not yet the case for the regression.
The previous estimators can be used when there exists a dependence
between recurrent or different events for the same individual (onset of
disease and subsequent death, successive spells in the labour market), or
between events for different individuals (twins, litters, husband and wife).
The direct display of *1 and *2 provides some ideas about the
dependence (or independence) between both failure times. See e.g. Pons
(1986) for a ‘‘true’’ test of independence that is based on the bivariate
integrated hazard function. Moreover, the estimation of *12 helps us to
build the association of the two (or more) failure times and to test the
parametric or semiparametric model if the sample is big enough. See e.g.
Clayton (1978) or Oakes (1982) who introduce a bivariate parametric dis-
tribution of (T1 , T2) that can be explained by their common dependence
on an unobserved gamma random variable (frailty) through a proportional
hazard structure. Other references can be found in Andersen et al. (1993,
p. 674). Note also a natural extension of our results for the bivariate (semi-
parametric) Cox model of Pons (1989): the introduction of the estimated
parameter of interest in our estimators allows for the estimation of the
baseline (bivariate) hazard function. Nevertheless, the asymptotic theory of
this new estimator has yet to be undertaken.
APPENDIX
1. Two Preliminary Lemmas
Using the same arguments as Gijbels and Wang (1993) (Lemma 1), it is
easy to prove
Lemma A.1. For each x # {, each integer p and each bounded function
,( } , } , x): R2r  R there exists a constant C( p, x) such that, for all n,
E _{| ,(uI , vI , x) } (S I&SI)(duI , xJ) } (H &H)(dvI , xJ)=
p
&C( p, x) n&p
In addition, if ,( } , } , x) is uniformly bounded in x # { the majorations are
uniforms on { and there exists a constant C0 such that for all n,
sup
x # {
E _{| ,(uI , vI , x) } (S I&SI)(duI , xJ) } (H &H)(dvI , xJ)=
p
&(C0 pn) p
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For each triplet of integers (m1 , m2 , m3), consider a function |: R(m1+m2) r+d
 R, and a function ,: (1, ..., m3]  [1, ..., m1+m2]. Denote m=m1+m3 ,
m =m+m2 and the (m1+m2) r-dimensional vector u =(u1 , ..., um1+m2). Let
R(x)=| |(u , x) } ‘
m1
&=1
Kh(xI&u&) } (S I&SI)(du& , xJ)
} ‘
m1+m2
&=m1+1
Kh(xI&u&) du& } ‘
m3
+=1
(H &H)(u,(+) , xJ)
=| |(u , x) } ‘
m1
&=1
Kh(xI&u&) } (S I&SI)(du& , xJ)
} ‘
m1+m2
&=m1+1
Kh(xI&u&) du& } ‘
m3
+=1
1[v+u,(+)](H &H)(dv+ , xJ)
Lemma A.2. If |( } , x) and fI are bounded, if hr<&K& and if K is
bounded compactly supported, then there exist constants (C1 , C2) inde-
pendent from (n, h, p, m) such that
v If lim infn nhr(2pm)>&K&,
E[R2p(x)]C pm1 ( pm)
pm n&pmh&rpm1 (A.1)
v If lim supn nhr(2pm)<&K&,
E[R2p(x)]C pm2 ( pm)
pm n&2pmh&rp(2m1+m3) (A.2)
Remark A.1. (a) The obtained inequality is true uniformly on {/Rd
when |( } , x) is uniformly bounded on x # {.
(b) Suppose that K is of order o. If, for each vector u # Rm1r, the func-
tion |(u1 , ..., um1r , } , x) is C
o(Rm2r) then the previous inequalities can be
multiplied by h2pom2 .
Proof.
R(x)=
1
nm
:
[i& , j+]
| |(u , x)
} ‘
m1
&=1
Kh(xI&u&) } d(1[Xi& Iu& , Xi&J>xJ , $9 i& I=1I]&SI (u& , xJ))
} ‘
m1+m2
&=m1+1
Kh(xI&u&) du&
} ‘
m3
+=1
1[v+u,(+)] d(1[Xj+Iv+ , Xj+J>xJ]&H(v+ , xJ))
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where we sum over all the m-tuples [(i& , j+)&=1, ..., m1; +=1, ..., m3 | 1i& ,
j+n]. Thus
E[R2p(x)]=n&2pm :
I2p
| ‘
2p
k=1 {|(u k , x) } ‘
m1
&k=1
Kh(xI&u&k)
} ‘
m1+m2
&k=m1+1
Kh(xI&u&k) du&k } ‘
m3
+k=1
1[v+ku,(+k)]= } E[d9]
where I2p is the following set of 2pm-tuples of elements in [1, ..., n]:
I2p=[((i&k , j+k)&k=1, ..., m1 ; +k=1, ..., m3)k=1, ..., 2p]
and we have set
9= ‘
2p
k=1 { ‘
m1
&k=1
(1[Xi&k Iu&k , Xi&kJ>xJ , $9 i&k I=1I]&SI (u&k , xJ))=
} { ‘
m3
+k=1
(1[Xj+kIv+k , Xj+k J>xJ]&H(v+k , xJ))= .
The differentiation of 9 is taken over all the variables u&k and v+k (9 is
a product of 4pm1m3 functions, so d9 is the product of 4pm1m3 differentia-
tions).
By Fubini, E[d9]=dE[9]. If one index in 9 is different from the
others, E[9] is zero, so we restrict ourselves to matched indices inside I2p ;
more precisely, there exist a (resp. b) equalities between indices i. (resp. j.),
and c between indices i. and j. that are non redundant with the previous
ones.
This implies that a2pm1&1, b2pm3&1, pma+b+c2pm&1
and c2p(m1 7 m3).
9 is the sum of 42pm terms; each term is indexed by = =(=1 , ..., =2pm1) and
} =(}1 , ..., }2pm3), each = (resp. }) being 0 or 1.
Each of these terms is the product of a deterministic function Det that
is less than 1, by the indicator function
Ind=>% # 3 1[X%I>u:1 6 } } } 6 u:q 6 v;1 6 } } } 6 v;s , X%J>xJ , $9
(q)
%I =1I].
If q=s=0, we set Ind=1. We denote $9 (q)%I for $9 %I if q>0, and 1I if q=0.
The product that defines Ind is over the (different) indices that supply
independent variables X. i.e. i:1= } } } =i:q= j;1= } } } = j;s=%.
Notice that each index :l (resp. ;l $) comes from a different index k.
Denote :(%) (resp. ;(%)) the set of indices :l (resp. ;l $) corresponding to %.
Each set 3 depends on (= , } ) and its cardinal @ is less than 2pm&
(a+b+c). Each element % of 3 is associated with an integer q(%) (resp.
s(%)), or simpler q (resp. s), that is the cardinality of :(%) (resp. ;(%)).
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Obviously, q # [0, ..., a+1] and s # [0, ..., b+1]. If q=0 (resp. s=0),
there is no variable u (resp. v) as argument. In any case, q+s2.
Endly, Det and Ind are functions of different variables. Let
A3= .
% # 3
:(%)
B3= .
% # 3
;(%)
Let F (q)I =SI if q>0 and H if q=0. We obtain
E(Det } Ind )=E(Det) } E(Ind )
=Det } ‘
% # 3
F (q)I \ 
q
k=1
u:k 6 
s
l=1
v;l , xJ+
Deduce that dE(9) is the sum of 42pm terms like
dDet } ‘
% {(&1)
(q+s&1) r F (q)I (du% , xJ) ‘
q
l=1
$[u:l=u%] ‘
s
l $=1
$[v;l $=u%]= .
We notice that F (0)I (du% , xJ)=H(du% , xJ) and that, if q{0,
F (q)I (du% , xJ)=G(u%&, xJ) } fI (u% | xJ) du% .
In this last case, we will execute a change of variables in the following for-
mulas. Denoting u+=max(u, 0), for each x # {, we have
E[R2p(x)]=n&2pm :
I2p
| ‘
2p
k=1 {|(u k , x) } ‘
m1
&k=1
Kh(xI&u&k)
} ‘
m1+m2
&k=m1+1
Kh(xI&u&k) du&k } ‘
m3
+k=1
1[v+ku,(+k)]=
} :
= , }
dDet ‘
% {(&1)
(q+s&1) r ‘
q
l=1
$[u:l=u%]
} ‘
s
l $=1
$[v;l $=u%] F
(q)
I (du% , uJ)=
=n&2pm :
I2p
:
= , }
| ‘
2p
k=1 {|$(u k , x) } ‘&k  A3 , &km1 Kh(xI&u&k)
} ‘
m1+m2
&k=m1+1
Kh(xI&u&k) du&k } ‘
%
‘
+k # B3
1[u%u,3(+k)] K
q
h(xI&u%)
} ‘
+k  B3
1[v+ku,%(+k)] dDet= } (&1)(q+s&1) r@ ‘% # 3 F
(q)
I (du% , xJ)
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We have denoted ,3(+k)=,(+k) if ,(+k)  A3 and % if &k # :(%). The
function |(u k , x) has begun
|$(u k , x)=|(u&k , &k  A3 ; u% , % # 3; x).
Note that each previous argument u% appears q(%) times inside the brackets
of Kh and |$. The integral of 1[v+ku,3(+k)] dDet with respect to a variable
v+k such that +k is not in B3 gives us H(u,3(+k) , xJ). We make the change
of variables xI&u&k=ht&k for all &k # [m1+1, ..., m1+m2]. Note that, if K
is a kernel of order o, we can make a limited expansion in t&k of order o
after all other integrations; this would add an extra factor h2pom2 in our
majoration.
In any case, make the change of variables xI&u%=hz% for each %. This
last change is necessary only if q{0. When q=0, the corresponding term
is H(du% , } ) thus after integration, it is less than 1. Therefore, we obtain
E[R2p(x)]
Cst pm n&2pm :
I2p
:
= , }
| ‘
%
[h&r(q&1)+ |K| q (z%) fI (xI&hz%) dz% 1[q>0]
+1[q=0]]

Cst pm
n2pm
:
I2p
:
= , }
| ‘
%
[h&r(q&1)+ &K&q&1
} & fI& } |K| (z%) dz% 1[q>0]+1[q=0]]
Note that % (q&1)+=a and denote S=a+b+c. Consider n-tuples
( p1 , ..., pn) of nonnegative integers such that ni=1 pi=2pml. Also the sum
over I2p can be written
:
I2p
= :
 pi=2pm
( p1 , ..., pn)
:
>[k | i&k=i] _ [k | j+k=i]= pi
(i&k , j+k) # I2p
Following Dehling, Denker and Philipp (1987), we use some combinatorial
arguments: For a fixed S # [ pm, ..., 2pm&1], we consider at most 2pm&S
r.v. X% which give at most 2pm&S nonzero indices pi . The sum over these
pi has C 2pm&Sn summands. Moreover, there are C
S
2pm&1 ways to find
positive integers (qj) such that 2pm&Sj=1 qj=2pm. It is easy to see that
maxS CS2pm&1 is obtained with S=pm and prove by recurrence over n that
Cn2n&14
n. This is why the first sum has at most 4 pmC 2pm&S summands.
At last, the inner sum has less than (2pm)! summands.
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Also denoting h &r=&K& h&r>1, we deduce
E[R2p(x)]
Cst pm n&2pm :
I2p
:
= , } \1 6 | |K| } & fI&+
2pm&S
h &ra
Cst pm n&2pm :
2pm&1
S=pm
4 pmC 2pm&Sn (2pm)! } 2
2pm sup
[(a, b, c) | a+b+c=S]
h &ra
Cst pm n&2pm :
2pm&1
S=pm
n2pm&S
(2pm&S)!
(2pm)! sup
[(a, b, c) | a+b+c=S]
h &ra
Since h <1, sup[(a, b, c) | a+b+c=S] h &ra is obtained with the largest a
among the considered triplets; the minimum of b+c is reached if the j. are
matched together (two by two). This gives pm3 necessary equalities
between the j. , and the considered a is at most S&pm3 . Also,
E[R2p(x)]Cst pm h rpm3 :
2pm&1
S=pm \
2pm
nh r +
S
Hence the result. K
The case h 1 is not detailed because the previous inequalities will be
available for n sufficiently large.
The latter proof can be adapted to include several kernels and several
bandwidths. See Fermanian (1996).
2. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Simple algebraic calculations give us the decom-
position above with:
rn(x)=(&1)r |
(0, xI]
(H &H)2 (uI&, xJ)
H 2 } H (uI&, xJ)
S I (duI , xJ)
+(&1)r+1 |
(0, xI]
(H &H)(uI&, xJ)
H 2(uI&, xJ)
(S I&SI)(duI , xJ)
=
not r n(x)+r~ n(x)
As &(H &H)2&=O(ln2 nn) a.e., we have a.e.
sup
x # {
|r n(x)|=O(ln2 nn)
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By Lemma A.1, and Markov’s inequality, we obtain the majoration of r~ n
for all integer p:
P( |r~ n(x)|>z0)
E[(r~ n(x))2p]
z2p0
\C0 pnz0 +
2p
Set p=[ln n] and z0=C ln nn; also n P( |nr~ n(x)|>C ln n)<+ for
all C larger than C0 . By BorelCantelli, we deduce for all x # {, that
r~ n(x)=O(n&1 ln n) a.e.
We need sharper inequalities to obtain a uniform bound over {. By
continuity of the Xk’s distribution functions, we can find the following
decomposition of { into squares: {=m di=1 Ci such that for all i, i $ in
[1, ..., md],
v Ci=>dj=1 (si, j ; ti, j] denoting ‘‘(’’ for ‘‘[’’ if si, j=0, and ‘‘]’’ else
v Ci{< and Ci & Ci $=< if i{i $
v P(Tk # (si, j ; ti, j])m&1 for all k # I
v P(Xk # (si, j ; ti, j])m&1 for all k # J.
Denote ti=(ti1 , ..., tid) and si=(si1 , ..., sid).
For each z # { there exists a unique i # [1, ..., md] such that z # Ci ; we
denote 2(z)=[0, tiI]"[0, zI] and 2i=[0, t iI]"[0, s iI]. So,
P(sup
x # {
|r~ n(x)|>z)
P( max
1imd
|r~ n(ti)|>z1)
+P \maxi supz # Ci } |2(z)
(H &H)
H 2
(uI&, zJ) } (S I&SI)(duI , zJ) }>z2+
+P \maxi supz # Ci } |[0, tiI]
(H &H)
H 2
(uI&, zJ) } (S I&SI)(duI , zJ)
&
(H &H)
H 2
(uI&, t iJ) } (S I&SI)(duI , tiJ) }>z3+
p1+p2+p3
with z1+z2+z3=z. If J=<, there is no term p3 . First, for all integer p,
p1 :
md
i=1
P( |r~ n(t i)|>z1)md(C0 pnz1)2p (A.1)
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For estimating p2 , we remark that
sup
z # Ci
} |2(z)
(H &H)
H 2
(uI&, zJ) } (S I&SI)(duI , zJ) }
sup
x # { }
(H &H)
H 2
(x) } } supz # Ci |2(z) |S I (duI , zJ)|+|SI (duI , zJ)|
sup
x # { }
(H &H)
H 2
(x) } } supz # Ci (S I+SI)(2(z), zJ)
H&2({) } sup
x # {
|(H &H)(x)| } sup
z # Ci
(S I+SI)(2(z), 0)
So, if z4 } z5=z2 ,
p2P(sup
x # {
|H &H| (x)>z4H 2({))+P(max
i
sup
z # Ci
(S I+SI)(2(z), 0)>z5)
Now, we have (cf. Bosq and Lecoutre (1987), p. 48)
P(sup
x # {
|(H &H)(x)|>z4H 2({))
4 exp(4H 2({) z4+4H 4({) z24) } (1+n
2)d } exp(&2nH 4({) z24)
Moreover
max
i
sup
z # Ci
(S I+SI)(2(z), 0)
max
i
(S I+SI)(2i , 0)
max
i
( |S I&SI |+2SI) \.j # I (si, j , tij]_{I"[ j] , 0+
max
i
|S I&SI | \.j # I (si, j , tij]_{I"[ j] , 0++2dm
Thanks to Hoeffding’s inequality (Bosq and Lecoutre (1986), p. 41), we
have for each s>0
P \ |S I&SI | \.j # I (si, j , tij]_{I"[ j] , 0+>s+2 exp(&2ns
2)
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So, if z5&2dm>0,
p24 exp(4H 2({) z4+4H 4({) z24) } (1+n
2)d } exp(&2nH 4({) z24)
+2md exp(&2n(z5&2dm)2) (A.2)
We need now to estimate p3 . Note that
p3P \maxi supz # Ci :
d&r
k=1
| fk(z, ti)|>z3+ :
d&r
k=1
P(max
i
sup
z # Ci
| fk(z, ti)|>z3d)
where, supposing that J=[1, ..., d&r], we denote
fk(z, ti)=|
[0, tiI]
(H &H)
H 2
(uI&; z1, ..., k&1 , t i; k, ..., d&r)
_(S I&SI) (duI ; z1, ..., k&1, t i; k, ..., d&r)
&
(H &H)
H 2
(uI&; z1, ..., k , t i; k+1, ..., d&r)
_(S I&SI) (duI ; z1, ..., k , ti; k+1, ..., d&r) (A.3)
For simplicity, we will write only the kth coordinate of vectors in {J ; so,
fk(z, ti)=|
[0, tiI]
(&1)r [(S I&SI)(uI , tik)&(S I&SI)(uI , zk)]
_
(H &H)
H 2
(duI , tik)
+(H &H)(uI&, tik) _ 1H 2 (uI&, tik)&
1
H 2
(uI&, zk)&
_(S I&SI)(duI , zk)
+
1
H 2
(uI&, zk)[(H &H)(uI&, tik)&(H &H)(uI&, zk)]
_(S I&SI)(duI , zk)
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Denoting Cst constants independent from n, h, m, and from all points
and indices, this implies
sup
z # Ci
| fk(z, t i)|Cst } sup
z # Ci , uI # {I
|(S I&SI)(uI , tik)&(S I&SI)(uI , zk)|
+Cst } &H &H& } P(Xk # (sik , tik])
+Cst } sup
z # Ci , uI # {I
|(H &H)(uI , tik)&(H &H)(uI , zk)|
Let us examine the first term on the right; let Z the d-dimensional r.v.
X knowing that $9 I=1I . Let + (resp. +n) the probability measure (resp.
empirical measure) induced by Z; the survival function of Z is S I=
SI P($9 I=1I); we set X $k=S I (Zk , 0&k); all the similar notions for X $k are
denoted with primes. Notice that
(S I&SI)(uI , zk)&(S I&SI)(uI , tik)
=Pn($9 I=1I) } (+n&+)
_([uI , +[, ]z1, ..., k&1, +[, ]zk , tik], ]ti; k+1, ..., d&r , +[)
+\Pn&PP + ($9 I=1I) } O(1m)
The second term is O(m&1n&12 ln2 n) a.e.; for the first one, we obtain
sup
z # Ci , uI # {I
|+n&+|
_([uI , +[, ]z1, ..., k&1, +[, ]zk , tik], ]ti; k+1, ..., d&r , +[)
= sup
z$ # C$i , u$I # {$I
| +$n&+$|
_([0, u$I], [0, z$1, ..., k&1[, [t$ik , z$k], [0, t$i; k+1, ..., d&r[)
 sup
z$ # C$i , u$I # [0, 1]I
| +$n&+$|
_([0, u$I], [0, z$1, ..., k&1[, [t$ik , z$k], [0, t$i; k+1, ..., d&r[)
The r.v. Z$ is distributed on [0, 1]d, with uniform marginals and a
continuous c.d.f.; we can also use the results of Stute (1984, p. 366 and
discussion p. 364).
P( sup
z$ # C$i , u$I # [0, 1]I
| +$n&+$|
_([0, u$I], [0, z$1, ..., k&1[, [t$ik , z$k[, [0, t$i; k+1, ..., d&r[)>z6)
Cst } exp(&3nz26(1&2$)
2d(6p +2z6(1&2$)d))
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if (setting p =P(Z$k # [t$ik , s$ik])=P(Zk # [sik ; tik]))
|t$ik&s$ik |<$4 2nz6 32p n(z6$(1&2$))2
Choosing $=14, since p =(t$ik&s$ik)1m, the above conditions are
verified if m>16, if 2nz6 and mnz6  + as n goes to . In this case,
for n sufficiently large, when mz6>1,
P( sup
z # Ci , uI # {I
|(S I&SI)(uI , tik)&(S I&SI)(uI , zk)|>z6)
Cst } exp(&n(z6&1m) 2&d&1) (A.4)
With the same technique, it can be proved that, under similar conditions,
P( sup
z # Ci , uI # {I
|(H &H)(uI&, tik)&(H &H)(uI&, zk)|>z8)
Cst } exp(&Cst } nz8) (A.5)
We obtain, with z3=z6+z7+z8 :
p3 :
d&r
k=1
P( max
i=1, ..., md
sup
z # Ci
| fk(z, ti)|>z3 d)
:
k, i
P(sup
z # Ci
| fk(z, t i)|>z3 d)
:
k, i
[P( sup
z # Ci , uI # {I
|(S I&SI)(uI&, tik)
&(S I&SI)(uI&, zk)|>C6(z6&m&1))]
+P(&H &H&>mC7z7)
+P( sup
z # Ci , uI # {I
|(H &H)(uI&, tik)&(H &H)(uI&, zk)|>C8z8)
Cst } md[exp(&Cst } n(z6&m&1))+exp(&Cst } nz8)
+exp(Cst } mz7+Cst } m2z27)(1+n
2)d exp(&Cst } nm2z27)] (A.6)
The constants Cst and C. are independent from m, n, z. , k, i.
Now, we choose the following parameters:
v z=C* ln nn and m=n
v z1=z2=z3=z3
v z4=z5=z122 and z6=z7=z8=z3 3
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Recalling A.1, A.2 and A.6, there exists a C* such that, for n suffi-
ciently large,  ( p1+p2+p3) is convergent. Hence the result by Borel
Cantelli. K
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Consider the following lemma (see Fermanian
(1996)).
Lemma A.1. If each r.v. Xk has a continuous distribution, the sequence of
D2d ([0, {]2) valued processes n12(S I&SI , H &H) converges weakly in the
S-topology to a Gaussian process G=(G1 , G2), where each process Gi has
a.e. continuous paths, and for all x and y in {, E(G(x))=0 and
(i) Cov(G1(x), G1(y))=SI (x6 y)&SI (x) SI (y)
(ii) Cov(G2(x), G2(y))=H(x6 y)&H(x) H(y)
(iii) Cov(G1(x), G2(y))=SI (x6 y)&SI (x) H(y).
Invoking the SkorohodDudleyWichura’s theorem (Shorack and
Wellner (1986), p. 47), there exist a probability space (0*, A*, P*) and
processes n12(S I*&SI* , H *&H*) (resp. G*) from 0* to (D2d ([0, {]2), S)
that induce the same distributions than the latter ones and such that (\ is
Skorohod’s metric)
\(n12(S I*&SI*, H *&H*), G*) wwn   0 a.e.
Since the limit G* has a.e. continuous sample paths, this can be rewritten
as
&n12(S I*&SI* , H *&H*)&G*& wwn   0 a.e.
We can suppose this last fact without changing our notations because we
are looking for properties in law only. For all x # {, set the Gaussian
process
W(x)=(&1)r _| 1 [uIxI] G1(duI , xJ)H(uI&, xJ)
&| 1[uIxI]
G2(uI&, xJ)
H 2(uI&, xJ)
SI (duI , xJ)&
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The definition of W above is valid thanks to integration by parts
(see Gill et al. (1993)). We obtain the result by integration by parts,
\(n12(4 I&4I), W )
&n12(4 I&4I)&W&
Cst } [&n12(S I&SI)&G1 &+&n12(H I&HI)&G2&
+n&12 ln n] ww
n  
0 a.e. K
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The formula 2.5 is obvious from 2.1; we need
only to prove the order of supx |Rn(x)|. With the notations of the proof of
Theorem 2.1, consider
Rn(x)=| Kh(xI&uI) r n(duI , xJ)
+| Kh(xI&uI) r~ n(duI , xJ) =not R n(x)+R n(x)
Suppose h<h0 , with h0 such that H({+h0A)>0. In the sequel, we will
not distinguish between { and {+h0A. Denote ‘‘Cst ’’ all constants
independent from x, h, n, ... . For all x # {, we have a.e.
|R n(x)|Cst } n&1 &H &H&2 } :
i
|Kh | (xI&XiI) 1[$9 iI=1I , XiJ>xJ]
Cst } (ln2 nn) } n&1 :
i
|Kh | (xI&TiI)
Cst } (ln2 nn) } (&1)r _| |Kh | (xI&uI) F(duI , 0)
+| |Kh | (xI&uI) } (F &F)(duI , 0))&
Cst } (ln2 nn) } [sup
x # {
fI (xI)+| f I (xI)&E( f I (xI))|]
where, since |K| |K| is a kernel on Rr, f I is a kernel estimator of fI . Since
nhrn ln n   and fI is continuous on {I , it is well known (Bosq and
Lecoutre (1986), p. 65) that supx # { | f I (xI)&E( f I (xI))|  0.
So, with the conditions above, we have obtained, as nhrn ln n  ,
sup
x # {
|R n(x)|=O(n&1 ln2 n) a.e. (A.7)
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To study supx # { |R n(x)|, use similar arguments as in the proof of
Theorem 2.1: { is the disjoint union of md boxes Ci=(si , t i]. When
z1+z2+z3=z,
P(sup
x # {
|R n(x)|>z)
P( max
i=1, ..., md
|R n(t i)|>z1)
+P \maxi supz # Ci } | (Kh(zI&uI)&Kh(tiI&uI)) r~ n(duI , zJ) }>z2+
+P \maxi supz # Ci } | Kh(tiI&uI)[r~ n(duI , zJ)&r~ n(duI , t iJ)] }>z3+
p1+p2+p3
Set z1=C*n&1h&r2n ln n3, and p=[ln n]; then limn nh
r
npn=+. If
there exists \>0 such that mn<Cst } n\ for all n, deduce from Lemma 5.2
p1mdC p1(2p)
2p (nz1 hr2)&2pCst } nd\ } (C*2)&2p } C p1 (A.8)
which is the term of a convergent serie for all values of \ when C* is large
enough.
We can choose the boxes Ci such that, for all kd, |tik&sik |<{k } m&1.
Since the d.f. of Ck is #-lipschitzian, the c.d.f. of Xk is #$-lipschitzian for all
k in J, with #$=# 7 1. So there exist constants ck such that P(Xk #
(sik , tik])ckm&#$ for all k in J. Moreover, since K is lipschitzian on {I
p2P \maxi supz # Ci } | (Kh(zI&uI)&Kh(t iI&uI))
_
(H &H)
H 2
(uI&, xJ) } (S I&SI)(duI , xJ) }>z2+
P \maxi supz # Ci &t iI&zI& } &H &H&
_} | (S I+SI)(duI , xJ) }>Cst } hr+1z2+
P(&H &H&>Cst } mhr+1z2)
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So far, we have obtained:
p2md exp(Cst } mhr+1z2+Cst } (mhr+1z2)2) } n2d } exp(&Cst } n(mhr+1z2)2)
(A.9)
The last term p3 is similar with the one in the proof of Theorem 2.1; with
the same notations (see A.3), we remark that:
p3=P \maxi supz # Ci } | Kh(t iI&uI)[r~ n(duI , zJ)&r~ n(duI , t iJ)] }>z3+
P \maxi supz # Ci } | Kh(t iI&uI) _
(H &H)
H 2
(uI&, zJ) } (S I&SI)(duI , zJ)
&
(H &H)
H 2
(uI&, t iJ) } (S I&SI)(duI , t iJ)& }>z3+
 :
d&r
k=1
P \maxi supz # Ci } | Kh(t iI&uI) fk(z, duI , t iJ) }>z3 d+
Writing the k th coordinate only,
} | Kh(tiI&uI) fk(z, duI , tiJ) }
= } | Kh(tiI&uI) {(H &H)(uI&, tik)&(H &H)(uI&, zk)H 2(uI&, tik)
_(S I&SI)(duI , tik)+(H &H)(uI&, zk)
__ 1H 2 (uI&, tik)&
1
H 2
(uI&, zk)& (S I&SI)(duI , tik)
+
(H &H)
H 2
(uI&, zk)[(S I&SI)(duI , tik)&(S I&SI)(duI , zk)]= }
Cte } (&1)r | |Kh | (tiI&uI) } (S I+SI)(duI , tik)
_[ sup
uI # {I , z # Ci
|(H &H)(uI&, tik)&(H &H)(uI&, zk)|
+m&#$ } &H &H&]
+Cst } (&1)r | |Kh | (t iI&uI) } (S I+SI)(duI , ]zk , tik]) } &H &H&
(A.10)
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Since maxi supz # Ci | |Kh | (t iI&uI) } FI (duI , tik)|C3 a.e., we deduce
} | |Kh | (tiI&uI) } S I (duI , tik) }
(&1)r | |Kh | (tiI&uI) F I (duI)
 } | |Kh | (tiI&uI)(F I&FI)(duI) }+(&1)r | |Kh | (tiI&uI) FI (duI)
 } n&1 :
n
j=1
|Kh | (tiI&TjI)&E( |Kh | (t iI&TI)) }+C3
Due to Bennett’s inequality (Shorack and Wellner (1986), p. 851), for every
constant s>2C3 ,
P \maxi supz # Ci } | |Kh | (tiI&uI) } (S I&SI)(duI , tik) }>s+
P \maxi n&1 } :
n
j=1
|Kh | (tiI&TjI)&E( |Kh | (tiI&TjI)) }>s&2C3+
2md exp \&n(s&2C3)2  \(s&2C3) &K&hr_2 +<(2_2)+
where _2=Var( |Kh | (tiI&TI)) and (x)=(2x2)[(1+x) ln(1+x)&x].
As _2=O(h&r), the term (((s&2C3) &K&)hr_2) is bounded from
below. If mnCst } n\ for all integers n, and since nhrn ln n  , we obtain
for all s>2C3
P \maxi supz # Ci } | |Kh | (t iI&uI) } (S I+SI)(duI , tik) }>s+
Cst } nd\ exp(&Cst } nhr(s&2C3)2)
Cst } nd\ exp(&A(s&2C3)2 ln n)
that is the term of a convergent sum if A is sufficiently large. By Borel
Cantelli,
max
i
sup
z # Ci
} | |Kh | (tiI&uI) } (S I+SI)(duI , tik) }<3C3 a.e. (A.11)
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The last unknown term is
max
i
sup
z # Ci
} | |Kh | (t iI&uI) } (S I+SI)(duI , ]zk , tik]) }
max
i
n&1 :
n
j=1
|Kh | (t iI&TjI) } 1[Xjk # (sik ; tik]]
+E( |Kh | (t iI&TI) } 1[Xk # (sik ; tik]])
max
i \n&1 :
n
j=1
|Kh | (tiI&TjI) } 1[Xjk # (sik ; tik]]+
&E( |Kh | (t iI&TjI) } 1[Xjk # (sik ; tik]])
+2 max
i
E( |Kh | (tiI&TI) } 1[Xk # (sik ; tik]])
Denoting I $=I _ [k], we have for all i and k,
E( |Kh | (tiI&TI) } 1[Xk # (sik ; tik]])
E( |Kh | (tiI&TI) 1[Tk # (sik ; tik]])
+E( |Kh | (t iI&TI) 1[Ck # (sik ; tik]])
|
tik
sik {| |K| (vI) fI $ (tiI&hvI , xk) dvI= dxk+Cst } m
&#
Cst } |tik&sik |+Cst } m&#Cst } m&#$
By Bennett’s inequality, for all constants s>0 and 0<:<1,
P \n&1 } :
n
j=1
|Kh | (t iI&TjI) } 1[Xjk # (sik ; tik]]
&E( |Kh | (t iI&TjI) } 1[Xjk # (sik ; tik]]) }>sm&(1&:)+
2 exp \& ns
2
2_2m2(1&:)
 \ s &K&m1&:_2hr++ (A.12)
where _2=Var( |Kh | (t iI&TjI) } 1[Xjk # (sik ; tik]])Cst } (m#$hr)&1.
Also m_2hr is bounded for all n, and ((sm: &K&)(m_2hr)) is greater
than Cst } s&1m&: ln(sm:) if mn wn . So, if for all #>0,
:
n
mdn exp(&#nh
r
nm
:&1
n ln mn)< (A.13)
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then, by BorelCantelli, a.e.
max
i
n&1 } :
n
j=1
|Kh | (tiI&TjI) } 1[Xjk # (sik ; tik]]
&E( |Kh | (tiI&T jI) } 1[Xjk # (sik ; tik]]) }<Cstm1&:n
Recall inequality A.10. We have obtained that, if mn  , then a.e.
sup
z # Ci
} | Kh(t iI&uI) fk(z, duI , t iJ) }
Cst } sup
uI # {I , z # Ci
|(H &H)(uI&, tik)&(H &H)(uI , zik)|
+Cst } &H &H& [m&#$+m&(1&:)] (A.14)
So, if z3=z4+z5 and if 0<1&:<# 7 1, we obtain with the same
manipulations as in Theorem 2.1 (see the development on the majorants in
A.4 and A.5):
p3 :
d&r
k=1
P(max
i
sup
z # Ci , uI # {I
|(H &H)(uI&, tik)&(H &H)(uI&, zk)|>C4z4)
+(d&r) P(&H &H&>m1&:C5z5)p4+p5
But, using the results of Stute (1984),
p4Cst } mdn exp(&Cst } nz4) (A.15)
if nz4   and nmn z24  . Moreover,
p5Cst } exp(Cst } m1&:z5+Cst } m2(1&:)z25) n
2d exp(&Cst } nm2(1&:)z25)
(A.16)
We can set m=[(nhrln n)1(1&:)]; we remark that the conditions A.13
is satisfied since, for all #>0:
:
n
mdn exp(&#nh
r
nm
&(1&:)
n ln mn)
:
n
nd(1&:) exp(&# ln n } ln mn)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Set z=C*n&1h&r2 ln n, z1=z2=z3=z3 and z4=z5=z6. Choose :
sufficiently close to 1 so that nmnz24 wn  (so A.15 is true) and so that
3&:
1+:
r+2
1&:
1+:
r(1+=) (A.17)
Recalling A.9, the last condition implies
:
n
p2(n)Cst } : n2d+d(1&:)
_exp(&Cst[nh[r(3&:)+2(1&:)](1+:)ln n] (1+:)(1&:) } ln n)
Cst } : n2d+d(1&:) exp(&Cst[nhr(1+=)ln n] (1+:)(1&:) } ln n)<
Recalling A.15 and A.16, we obtain
:
n
p3(n)Cst } :
n
nd(1&:) exp(&Cst } h&r2n ln n)
+Cst } :
n
(2n)2d exp(&Cst } n(nhrln n)2 } (ln nnhr2)2) +
Endly n p1(n)< due to our choice of z1 , if C* sufficiently large. By
BorelCantelli, the proof is completed. K
Proof of Proposition 2.2.
Cov(!iI (x), !iI (y))=| Kh(xI&uI) Kh(yI&vI) d } Cov(’iI (uI , xJ), ’iI (vI , yJ))
where the differentiation is with respect to uI and vI . Using Proposition 2.1,
Cov(!iI (x), !iI (y))
=(&1)r | Kh(xI&uI) Kh(yI&uI)
SI (duI , xJ 6 yJ)
H(uI&, xJ) H(uI&, yJ)
+| Kh(xI&uI) Kh(yI&vI)
__ SI (duI , xJ) SI (dvI , yJ)H 2(uI&, xJ) H 2(vI&, yJ) H(uI 6 vI&, xJ 6 yJ)
&
SI (duI , xJ) SI (dvI , xJ 6yJ)
H 2(uI&, xJ) H(vI&, yJ)
1[uIvI]
&
SI (dvI , yJ) SI (duI , xJ 6yJ)
H 2(vI&, yJ) H(uI&, xJ)
1[vIuI]&=C1+C2
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C2 is convergent because it is the convolution of a kernel in R2r by a
function with discontinuities of the first kind (see Fermanian (1996)).
Moreover,
C1=(&1)r | Kh(xI&uI) Kh(yI&uI)
SI (duI , xJ 6 yJ)
H(uI&, xJ) H(uI&, yJ)
=h&2r | K 2((xI&uI)h)
H(uI&, xJ 6 yJ) *I (uI , xJ 6 yJ)
H(uI&, xJ) H(uI&, yJ)
duI
=h&rNh V , (xJ , yJ)(xI)
where N is a kernel of Rr and , (xJ , yJ) is defined by
, (xJ , yJ)(uI)=| K 2 }
H(uI&, xJ 6 yJ) *I (uI , xJ 6 yJ)
H(uI&, xJ) H(uI&, yJ)
Due to Bochner’s lemma, it is clear that C1th&r8(x, y). K
Remark A.1. Note the rest is uniform on uI # {I if ,(x, y) is uniformly
continuous on {I .
Proof of Proposition 2.3. It is enough to prove the convergence of ! 1(x)
uniformly on {. We use the same decomposition of { as in Theorem 2.2’s
proof: {=m di=1 Ci with Ci=(si , ti] such that, setting #$=# 7 1, for all
i=1, ..., md,
&tiI&s iI&Cst } m&1 P(Xk # (sik , tik])m&#$ for all k # J
Each x # { belongs to a unique Ci(x)=(s i(x) , t i(x)]. The index i(x) will be
denoted by i. We prove first that supx # { |! 1(x)&! 1(ti)| wwn   0 a.e.
Notice that ! 1(x)&! 1(t i)=(&1)r (A1(x)+A2(x)+A3(x)) where
A1(x)=|
(S I&SI)(duI , xJ)
H(uI&, xJ)
(Kh(xI&uI)&Kh(tiI&uI))
A2(x)=| \ 1H(uI&, xJ)&
1
H(uI&, tiJ)+ Kh(tiI&uI) } (S I&SI)(duI , xJ)
A3(x)=|
Kh(tiI&xI)
H(uI&, t iJ)
[(S I&SI)(duI , xJ)&(S I&SI)(duI , tiJ)]
Since K is lipschitzian, |A1(x)|Cst } &xI&tiI& } h&r&1 and we have
sup
x # {
|A1(x)|Cst } (mhr+1)&1 (A.18)
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Since H(uI&, xJ)&H(uI&, tiI)P(_p # J Xp # (xp , tip])dm&#$, we
have, using A.11,
sup
x # {
|A2(x)|Cst } m&#$ (A.19)
We suppose also that limn   mnhr+1n = +. Moreover,
|A3(x)|Cste }
&K&
hr
} (S I+SI) \0I , .k # J (zk , tik]+
Then, the same developments as in Theorem 2.2’s proof imply
sup
x # {
|A3(x)|=O(m&#$h&r) (A.20)
The inequalities A.18, A.19 and A.20 give
sup
x # {
|A1(x)+A2(x)+A3(x)|=O(m&#$h&r&1) a.e. (A.21)
Choose m=n\ with \ is sufficiently large such that a.e.
\ nh
r
ln n+
12
sup
x # {
|A1(x)+A2(x)+A3(x)|=o(1)
Since supx # { |! 1(x)&! 1(t i)| wwn   0 a.e., it remains to show that
sup
1imd
|! 1(ti)| wwn   0 a.e. (A.22)
Write ! 1(x)=(nhr)&1 nk=1 Zk(x) with
Zk(x)=YkI (xJ) K \xI&XkIh +&E \YkI (xJ) K \
xI&XkI
h ++ .
For all integer p2,
|E([YkI (xJ) K((xI&XkI)h)] p)|
Cst } (&K&H({)) p&2 hr } | K 2(vI) fI (xI&hvI) dvI
Cst p&2hr } sup
{
fI } | K 2
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Using Newton’s formula, we deduce easily that, for all integers p,
E |Zk(x)| pCst phr.
Due to the Bernstein’s inequality (Shorack and Wellner, p. 855), we
obtain for all =>0,
P( sup
1imd
|! 1(t i)|>=)mdP \(nhrn)&1 } :
n
k=1
Zk(tk) }>=+
2md exp(&Cst } nhr=2)
Choose ==C*(ln n(nhr))12. Then P(sup1im d |! 1(t i)|>=) is the term
of a convergent sum for C* sufficiently large. By BorelCantelli, A.22 is
proved, hence the result. K
Proof of Proposition 2.5. To study MSE and AMSE of * I , it is clear
that:
E((* I&*I)2 (x))=Var(* I (x))+(Kh V *I&*I)2 (x)
=Var(! (x))+(Kh V *I&*I)2 (x)+=n(x)
where =n(x)=Var(Rn(x))+2 } Cov(Rn(x), ! (x)).
But, due to Lemma A.2, if fI is bounded on {I then Var(R n(x))=
O(n&2h&rn ) and this order is true uniformly on { (we use here the notations
introduced in the proof of Theorem 2.2). Moreover, if nhrnln n  0, if fI is
continuous on {I , then supx # { |R n(x)|=O(n
&1 ln2 n) a.e. Also Var(R n(x))
=O((n&1 ln2 n)2) uniformly on {. Using Schwartz’s inequality,
sup
{
|=n(x)|=O \\ 1nhr+
12
}
ln2 n
n +
By a TaylorLagrange’s expansion, we find clearly for all x # {
(Kh V *I&*I)(x)=h2n2 } :
i # I
2i *I (x) } | v2i K(vI) dvI+O(h3n)
=h2n/(x)2+O(h
3
n)
and the rest is uniform on {I . Hence the result. K
Proof of Proposition 2.6. Recalling Remark 2.2(b), for all x # {
(nhrn8(x))
12 (* I (x)&E(* I (x)))
=! (x)+O((hrn ln2 n)
12+n&12 ln n a.e.
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Write ! (x)=nk=1 ! nk , where the r.v. ! nk are i.i.d. and
! nk=hr2n (n8(x))
&12 [YkI (xJ) Khn(xI&XkI)&E(YI (xJ) Khn(xI&XI))]
We notice that (n12hr2n ! nk)n is a bounded sequence and that Var(! nk(x))
tn&1(1+o(1)). So there exists a constant $=2= such that
(Var(! (x))&2&$ :
n
k=1
E |! nk | 2+$=O(n&$2h&r(1+$2)n )  0
By the Lyapunov’s sufficient condition (cf. Billingsley (1968)), ! (x)
converges in law towards a r.v. N(0, 1). Hence the result. K
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